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rou su gmtle~TUn , r~a.son is an excdlent thing, there's no 
disputmg tlu.l.t , but rC'a.son is nothing but reason and satisfi4s only 
the rational side of man's nature, whil~ will is a manifestation of 
the whole life, tlu.l.t is, of the whole human life and all the 
impulses. And although our life, in this manifestation of it, is 
often worthless, yet it is life and not simply extracting square 
roots. Htrt I, for instance, quite ooturally want to live, in ord~r 
to satisfy all my capacities for life, and not simply my ea parity 
for reasoning, tlu.l.t is, not simply one twentieth of my capacity 
for life. Ji-'haJ does reason ltnow? Reason only bows wlu.l.t it has 
succeeded in learning (some thi'ngs, perlu.l.ps, it uiU nn~r learn: 
this is a poor comfort, but why not say so franJcly?) and human 
ooture acts as a u•hole, u'ith n>nything tlu.l.t is in it . consciowly 
or unconsciowly, and, nm if it goes wrong, it lites. 

Fyodor Dostoyeuslcy 
Notes from Underground 

One can not deny the validity of Rationalism as a thought pro· 
cess, yet it has, in our time, been, for the most part , superficiaUy 
reduced by many to a preconceived and therefore closed body of 
rules, notions and governing principles whose own self induced 
forced perspectives, on moral and economic pretexts, to a large 
extwt, attempts to greatly limit supposedly mannered forms of 
personal expression ; as they don't fit into the neat prepackaging 
of conventional RAational theory. 

RAationalists claim that architecture is the province of ci\ilization 
and therefore must not be the result of empty fashion or forced 
originality. lnteUecrually, this stance is legitimate, even 
necesaary. Yet reality prevails, and experiwce has eloquently 
shown that RAational theory, too strictly adhered to or perverted 
has yielded and therefore will yield bland, sometimes inhumane 
cities . When confronted by too many rules, our capacity to think 
becomes numbed, and like drones, we meeltly carry out 
misundentood dogma. We no longer reason, we rationalize. Our 
architecture and society superficially remains moraUy upstan· 
ding yet emotionally void . 

1t is the considered cfutortion of style, of accepted norms. which, 
by its -.ery existence lends added meaning to that which it 
cllitoru. 1t is an attitude, an a~thetic sensibility, inherent to 
Ul')ing degrta~ in all artist's particular and even ptculiar design 
approaches: whether they admit to it or not. Humanistic in 
temperament, it has, since the early sixteenth century e.x· 
periments of Raphael , Cuilio Romano, Palladio, Michelangelo 
et al. been perceived by many, as the antithesis of reasoned or ra· 
tional thought - }et it is not irrational. 
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Mannerism has few rules. is open minded and seeks to guiltlessly 
articulate what Dostoyevsky u~rmed "will", "a manifestation of 
th~ whole human life and all the rmpuls~s", accepting the in· 
evitable negative ethical implications which stalks supposedly ex· 
aggerated. and therefore decadent formalism. 

This is not a plea for architectural hyperbole or the trivial pur
suit of ill-considered historical caricatures in the person of the 
elusive dropped keystone and his by now numerous, clich~ rid· 
den confreres. When Cuilio Romano dropped his keystones, so 
to speak, he was searching for renewed tectonic meaning; as the 
language of the Renaissance had become too familiar and in his 
mind, lacking in meaning. He was simply attempting to extend 
the classical tradition , boldly marking it with individuality. He 
did not abandon the Vitruvian trinity, qualifying that , which is 
good architecture (specifically, that all good architecture must 
be firm, commodious and delightful). He merely added 
significance to the meaning and condition of the work delight. 

His mannerisms were however, the result of a profoundly per· 
sonal struggle . He broke the rules of the classical Renaissance 
only when he fully understood its lessons. He did not thoughtless
ly pillage, and then assume the very personal mannerisms of 
M.ichael Craves or Robert Stem directly from the pages of 
Charles Jencks' most recent editorial effort in A.D. Herein pro· 
bably lies much of the negativism associated with Mannerism or 
even with so called Post Modernism, a current strain of Man· 
nerism , today. It is perceived as superficial style, thin surface 
makeup, too easily removed and often t ransferable from one ar · 
chitect to another, from one context to another, and on occa· 
sion, not unjustly so. 

Of course, those who reduce Mannerism or Rationalism for that 
matter, to the level of fashion, will always produce halfhearted, 
ultimately banal works. However, the short sighted, blanket con· 
demnation of mannered approaches only hinders rational 
discussion. 

We are therefore obliged to develope the tolerance and 
perception to evaluate Mannerism on its own terms. We must be 
able to judge form, content, the form within the content and the 
content within the form, without prejudice or bias. We must 
advocate a more liberal, inclusive definition of the to now stale, 
stifled theories of Rationalism and Functionalism. Of course 
architecture must have rules, must be rationalized, must work on 
at least minimum functional levels. Yet, can we not include 
amongst these rules and rationalizations, the fundamental 
humanistic notion , that architecture must transcend excessive 
purification, and mwt not subordinate Mannerism to a quasi 
moralist/Functionalist wanebin? For to cite the inspired words 
of Edwin Lutyeru, "archit~cture wzth tts beauty and passzon 
begins where functronaliJm ends". 

Would it not be a truly Rational/Functional architecture which 
would accept what appeara to be a most obvious premise, that 
architecture must not function exclusively. on the morally 
obsolete, economically ('Xpt'dient level of gracuitiow rationality; 
that form is equivalent to m('aning and is supremely functional 
for exactly that reason? 

Hallngberg 


